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Abstract

In most seismic surface wave studies observed group travel times are interpreted as time delays due entirely to the wave
propagation along the wave path, and source effects are considered as negligibly small. This is in contrast with observed
phase times where correction for the source phase is generally acknowledged to be mandatory. An important, yet

Ž .unanswered, question is how neglecting source group time SGT in broadband surface wave studies will affect the accuracy
of the measured group velocity curves and the tomographic maps constructed from these measurements. We consider here
the effect of SGT on group velocity measurements for fundamental Rayleigh waves and report on its dependence on period
Ž .10–200 s , source mechanism, and source depth. Varying these parameters strongly affects the magnitude and azimuthal
pattern of SGT shifts and we present statistics of certain salient functionals that characterize this dependence. SGT is
negligible for periods less than about 75 s and for earthquake shallower than about 25 km. At longer periods and for deeper
events, average SGT corrections are greater than 10 s in magnitude, which for continental scale studies translates into group
velocity perturbations of 1–2%. We estimate the bias caused by uncorrected SGT in inversions for Rayleigh wave group

Žvelocity maps across the Eurasian continent. The largest perturbations to these maps up to 1–2% for the 50-s period and up
.to 5% for the 100-s period are found near the periphery of the continent where ray coverage is poor. From these results,

Ž .some statistical estimates for adjacent wave paths clusters , and the fact that SGT corrections display considerable
sensitivities to earthquake depths, we conclude that the effects of SGT on group velocity tomographic images may safely be
ignored at periods less than about 75 s and for shallow sources. Although such corrections are appreciable at longer periods
for events deeper than about 25 km and should in principle be applied, the inherent inaccuracy of present day CMT solutions
and group velocity measurements make these corrections practically non-essential for current group velocity tomographic
studies. q 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Surface wave tomographic studies are commonly
based on phase and group velocity dispersion mea-
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Žsurements e.g., Zhang and Tanimoto, 1993; Wu and
Levshin, 1994; Trampert and Woodhouse, 1995;
Laske and Masters, 1996; Curtis and Woodhouse,
1997; Ekstrom et al., 1997; Wu et al., 1997; Ritz-¨

.woller and Levshin, 1998; Ritzwoller et al., 1998 .
Two distinct approaches to such measurements are in
practice today. The first is based on direct measure-
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ments of surface wave functionals such as phase and
Žgroup velocities, particle motion ellipticity, polariza-

. Žtion , and amplitudes as functions of period e.g.,
.Knopoff, 1972 . The second is based on waveform

Žfitting e.g., Woodhouse and Dziewonski, 1984; No-
.let, 1987; Snieder, 1988 in which phase velocity

curves, phase velocity maps, or seismic models of
the Earth are iteratively improved by comparing
synthetic waveforms to observations.

In the first, and more traditional, approach appar-
ent surface wave velocities may be distorted by the

Žeffect of the so-called ‘source phase’ e.g., Knopoff
.and Schwab, 1968 . The source phase is the phase of

a complex excitation function produced by convolv-
ing the components of the strain tensor carried by a
given surface wave and evaluated at the source depth
with the elements of the moment tensor. This func-
tion is one of several factors that define the surface

Žwave spectrum e.g., Gilbert, 1976; Aki and Richards,
.1980 . The nature of this excitation function, and

consequently its phase, depends on frequency, source
mechanism, depth, and the seismic structure of the
medium near to the source. Source phase is an initial
phase that introduces a temporal shift in the mea-
surement of a phase time and, hence, a perturbation
in phase velocity. We call this shift the ‘source phase

Ž .time’ SPT shift. In addition, there is an associated
shift in group time which produces a perturbation in

Ž .group velocity. ‘Source group time SGT ’ shift is
related to the frequency derivative of source phase. If
source phase is nearly frequency-independent, SGT
is very small.

ŽIt is commonly reported e.g., Knopoff and
.Schwab, 1968 that at periods below about 50 s,

source phase depends only weakly on frequency and,
hence, SGT shifts at these periods are usually ne-
glected in most group velocity studies. This is, in
fact, one of the features that commends the use of
group velocity measurements over phase velocities at
relatively short periods. Group velocity measure-
ments are not as strongly contaminated by source
effects and it is believed that group velocity mea-
surements can be made and used without a knowl-
edge of the source mechanism.

In contrast, the need to introduce SPT corrections
into phase velocity measurements has long been

Žrecognized e.g., Knopoff and Schwab, 1968; Panza
.et al., 1973 and is now a part of most processing

routines. If the source mechanism and a regional
model of the medium near to the source are known,
it is possible to compute the necessary phase correc-
tions and to remove them from phase measurements
leaving only perturbations in phase produced during
the propagation of the wave. The main difficulty in
applying source phase corrections is the inherent
inaccuracy of estimates of the source depth and
mechanism. This information is commonly taken
from global catalogs such as the Harvard Centroid

Ž . ŽMoment Tensor CMT catalog e.g., Dziewonski et
.al., 1981 . The accuracy of depth and moment tensor

estimates presented in such catalogs depends strongly
on the magnitude, spatial location, and depth of an
event. The relative accuracy of depth estimates is
particularly poor for crustal events in coarsely instru-

Ž .mented regions. Muyzert and Snieder 1996 ana-
lyzed the effect of uncertainties in source depth and
source mechanism on phase velocity corrections and
found that this effect is significant, especially for
Rayleigh waves.

Although group velocities probably remain some-
what less used than phase velocities, they are com-
monly utilized in the analysis of small regional

Ževents, in seismic verification research e.g., Stevens
.and Day, 1985 , and, recently, at long periods for the

Žstudy of the crust and upper mantle e.g., Ritzwoller
.and Levshin, 1998 . There are several different tech-

niques for obtaining such measurements; all involve
direct measurements made on the observed seismo-
gram and use some kind of windowing of the ob-
served signals in the time, frequency, or a time–
frequency domains to suppress interference from un-

Žwanted signals e.g., Cara, 1973; Dziewonski et al.,
1969; Landisman et al., 1969; Knopoff, 1972; Lev-
shin et al., 1972, 1989, 1992; Russell et al., 1988;

.Ritzwoller et al., 1995 . No a priori model of the
medium of propagation is needed for such measure-
ments, and most of these methods do not include any
model fitting procedures. Source corrections for
group velocity measurements are commonly consid-
ered to be negligibly small and have not been ap-
plied to observed group velocities in most of related

Ž .studies. Exceptions are Cara and Hatzfeld 1976
who noted that SGT is zero only for particular

Ž .source mechanisms and Jimenez et al. 1989 in
which the authors analyzed the importance of such
corrections in determining selected source mecha-
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Ž .nisms. Calcagnile et al. 1982 and Vdovin et al.
Ž .1999 applied SGT corrections in their structural
studies. However, taking into account the growing
use of broadband group velocity data in modern
surface wave tomographic studies aimed at obtaining
detailed and reliable 3D structure of the Earth’s
lithosphere, we believe that it would be useful to
investigate the accuracy of the approach neglecting

SGT corrections. We will limit our discussion to
Rayleigh waves, as our calculations have shown that
for Love waves the SGT is negligible in the period

Ž . Žband 10–200 s and source depth range 0–200
.km . We also ignore here effects caused by the finite

duration and finite size of earthquake sources. These
effects are usually strongly diminished by using CMT

Ž .centroid estimates Dziewonski et al., 1981 as the

Ž .Fig. 1. Comparison of two types of computed SGT curves. Curves of the first type solid lines are from the asymptotic formalism in
Ž .Appendix A. Curves of the second type dashed lines are found by the spectral analysis of synthetic seismograms obtained by

Žnon-asymptotic normal mode summation. All calculations are performed for three events from the Harvard CMT catalog 1: 1r01r96,
. Ž .Sulawesi; 2: 10r09r96, Cyprus; 3: 10r23r96, Philippines at two recording stations in Eurasia OBN and PAB . Differences between
Ž .asymptotic and non-asymptotic curves are negligibly small less than 3 s in all cases.
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source time and spatial coordinates instead of
hypocenter determinations. The estimates of possible
bias in group velocity tomographic maps introduced
by errors in event locations were presented earlier in

Ž .the work of Ritzwoller and Levshin 1998 .
The goal of this paper is to evaluate the possible

effects of SGT on group velocity measurements and
tomographic maps constructed by inverting Rayleigh
wave group velocity data. We will estimate the range
of periods and source depths for which corrections
due to SGT are negligible or practically non-essen-
tial in comparison with the inherent inaccuracy of
the group velocity measurements and CMT solu-
tions.

2. Theoretical background

The asymptotic formalisms defining surface wave
waveforms and spectra in laterally homogeneous me-
dia and smoothly laterally inhomogeneous media are
summarized briefly in Appendix A. The expressions
for the source phase and the SGT shift for a given
surface mode in a laterally homogeneous half-space

Ž .are given by formulas A16, A17, A22, A23 . In the
case of a smooth laterally inhomogeneous medium,
these functions are described by similar formulas.

To estimate the validity of these asymptotic for-
mulas, we computed a set of theoretical seismograms
of the fundamental Rayleigh wave for several events
from the Harvard CMT catalog at several stations of
the Global Seismic Network. We used a non-asymp-
totic normal mode representation of the seismic wave
field in a spherically symmetric isotropic earth model
Ž .Gilbert and Dziewonski, 1975 . After converting
seismograms to the spectral domain and correcting
unwrapped phase spectra for the phase delay due to
propagation, we found source phases and SGTs for
different source-station geometries. Fig. 1 demon-
strates the similarity of the SGT obtained from the
normal mode synthetics with results of calculations
using the asymptotic formulas for the same combina-
tion of earth and source parameters, and the source–
receiver geometries. The asymptotic description of
SGT is accurate enough for our purposes in the
whole period range, as the difference between the
asymptotic and non-asymptotic SGT values is less
than 2–3 s everywhere. Averaging results of similar

calculations for four different events and 10 stations
provided the statistical support for this conclusion.
The rms values of this difference change from 0.3 s
at 40-s period to 2 s at 200-s period. This means that
for an epicentral distance of 3000 km at period 100
s, the error in estimating group velocity using the
asymptotic formalism is on the order of 0.15%, and
for 6000 km on the order of 0.08%, which is at least
one order of magnitude less than measurement errors
Ž .Ritzwoller and Levshin, 1998 .

One should note that the stationary phase ap-
Žproach described in Appendix A formulas A18–

.A21 is not valid at frequencies where the amplitude
Ž .spectrum is changing rapidly e.g., Pekeris, 1948 ,

such as near nodes in the radiation pattern or near
so-called ‘spectral holes’ where spectral amplitudes
sharply decrease. Such changes are usually accompa-
nied by a jump of p in phase. This means that the
phase derivative with frequency does not exist lo-
cally. As a result, the numerical implementation of
the asymptotic formalism can produce the physically
unreasonable values of SGT near the p phase jumps.
Such nonphysical values of SGT do not appear in
measurements made on the normal mode synthetics
due to averaging with frequency in the measuring
procedure. The group times determined from the
observed seismograms are also free from such physi-
cally unrealistic anomalies. This means that we need
to be careful to exclude such singularities in the SGT
corrections from consideration in our study.

3. Effects of source mechanism and depth on SGT
delays of Rayleigh waves

As shown in Appendix A, SGT depends on sev-
eral factors. For a given model of a laterally homo-
geneous or smooth laterally inhomogeneous medium,
SGT is a function of the period T , the source depth

Žh, the source mechanism i.e., seismic moment ten-
.sor M , and the source–receiver geometry; namely,

the angle c between the strike of the fault and the
direction from the epicenter to a station. Because the
last factor varies widely from station-to-station and
from event-to-event, we will consider the pattern of

Ž .SGT for all possible values of c 08Fc-3608 as
a function of T and h. We will limit ourselves to
consider only double-couple source mechanisms.
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As an organizational device, we use a triangle of
source mechanisms suggested by Kaverina et al.
Ž .1996 . This condensed representation allows us to
map all possible double-couple type mechanisms
irrespective of the strike orientation, using the values
of the plunges for their P, T , and N axes, into an

Ž .area limited by an isosceles triangle Fig. 2 . Ver-
Ž .tices N, T , and S Fig. 2 of this triangle correspond,

respectively, to a normal fault, a thrust fault along
the 458-dipping plane, and a pure strike-slip fault
along a vertical plane. Bisectors divide this triangle
into three parts according to the predominant type of
mechanism, as labeled on Fig. 2. Selected types of
mechanisms, whose positions inside the triangle are
indicated by asterisks, are shown on the same figure.
Because a change in the sign of the slip direction
does not change the absolute value of the SGT, it is
sufficient to consider mechanisms belonging to the
left half of the triangle. To estimate how different
source mechanisms are represented in world seismic-
ity and in a subset of events used for the Eurasian

Žsurface wave tomography Ritzwoller and Levshin,
.1998 , we show in Fig. 3 maps of the density of

events inside the source triangle for several source
depth intervals: 0–20, 20–40, 40–60, and 60–100
km from the CMT catalog and from the tomographic

Fig. 2. Triangle representation of source mechanisms. Stars indi-
Žcate positions of selected mechanisms inside the triangle Kaverina

.et al., 1996 . T , S, N denote thrust, strike-slip, and normal.

subset. Event density is defined in percentage as
Ž . i Ž .N x, y rN , where N x, y is the number of eventsc d c

in a circle of fixed radius with a center at the point
Ž . i Žx, y inside the triangle, and N is the number ofd

. Ževents inside the ith depth interval = the relative
.area of the circle . The size of the chosen circles and

the number of events for each depth interval are
shown in the figure. Both sets of diagrams show that
for shallow source depths, strike-slip and normal
events are as common as thrust events. When the
source depth increases, the dominant type of mecha-
nism is a thrust. Earthquakes with mechanisms in the
central part of the triangle are rare. Before we start to
analyze effects of source mechanisms on SGTs, we
should note that mechanisms 1, 4, and 7 at the

Žvertices of the triangle present extreme degenera-
.tive cases for which source phase does not change

Žwith frequency except the jumps in p at the nodes
.of the radiation pattern . Consequently, the SGTs for

these sources are zero independent of the azimuth of
radiation. However, even in the near vicinity of these
points inside of triangle we find significant non-zero
SGT. Fig. 4a–c display normalized amplitude radia-

Ž .tion patterns and patterns of the SGT c for the
fundamental Rayleigh wave in a slightly modified

Ž .PREM model Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981 in
which the water layer is replaced by a layer of soft
sediments. Each figure corresponds to one of three
selected source mechanisms indicated by numbers 2,
3, and 9 in Fig. 2. The selection is based on the
conclusions regarding the prevailing types of the
source mechanisms among events with known CMT
solutions and degeneracy at the vertices mentioned

Žabove. The associated focal mechanisms ‘beachball’
.images are shown at the top of each figure. The left

column for each period–depth pair represents ampli-
tudes normalized by the maximum value with az-
imuth, the middle column represents the SGT pattern
Žblack filling is for positive values and grey filling is

.for negative values . The third column presents nor-
malization information.

We observe a great diversity of SGT patterns for
different periods, source depths and mechanisms.
They are much more complex than amplitude radia-
tion patterns for two main reasons. First, as men-
tioned earlier, the source phase may have a jump of
p with period near the nodal planes of radiation.
Second, the phase changes with period may be much
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Ž .Fig. 3. Maps of the relative density of events inside the triangle for several source depth intervals. Two data sets are used: 1 all events
Ž . Žfrom the Harvard CMT catalog for January 1977–November 1997; 2 events from the Eurasian surface wave tomography Ritzwoller and

. Ž . iLevshin, 1998 . All source parameters are taken from the Harvard CMT catalog. Density is defined in percentage of N x, y rN , wherec d
Ž . Ž . i ŽN x, y is the number of events in a circle of fixed radius with a center at the point x, y inside the triangle, and N is the number ofc d

. Ž .events inside the ith depth interval = the relative area of the circle . The size of circles chosen and the number of events for each depth
interval are shown. Thrust events are dominant for source depths more than 20 km in both data sets.

more rapid than the amplitude changes at some
azimuthal directions.

ŽA fault with a dominant vertical slip ‘beachballs’
.1, 7, 8, and 9 in Fig. 2 is characterized by zero or

relatively small SGT values for practically all pe-
riod–depth pairs. Strike-slip and thrust faults along
inclined fault planes have the most significant SGT
at periods above 75 s.

The average characteristics of SGT for different
periods and source depths may be summarized in

different ways. We found the median values, S, of
the magnitude of the SGT as a function of azimuth c
incremented by 18 to be a useful average. We mapped
S across the whole source triangle for a set of
periods and depths. The resulting maps are shown in
Fig. 5. For periods less than about 75 s, median
values are less than 10 s for essentially all depths
and source mechanisms and decrease with depth. For
periods of 75 s and above, there are areas inside the
source triangle with relatively high median values,
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especially for strike-slip faults along inclined planes
at depths greater than 50 km.

A more general conclusion about typical values of
the magnitude of the SGT is obtained by finding and
averaging median values S for all events in the CMT
catalog sorted by the depth into four source depth
intervals, namely, 0–20, 20–40, 40–75, and 75–200
km. The resulting curves for the four source depth
intervals are shown in Fig. 6. Very similar curves are
obtained for events used for Eurasian tomography.
The behavior of all four curves is similar. They are
characterized at short periods by a rapid increase in

Ž .average median value AMV with period, followed,
after passing through a narrow inflection zone, by

Žmuch slower changes. Shallow events with source
.depths less than 20 km are characterized by an

AMV less than 5 s and the central period of the
inflection zone at about 20 s. The AMV for events
with source depths between 20 and 40 km is less
than 12 s everywhere, grows rapidly with period, and
stabilizes at a level of about 12 s at periods longer
than 60 s. Events at depths between 40 and 75 km
are characterized by an AMV below 10 s for periods
below 75 s, rising to 20–25 s at periods above 100 s.

Ž .For deeper events 75–100 km , the 10 s level of the
AMV is reached at a period of about 140 s, and the

Ž25 s level at 200-s period the right end of period
.range considered. Notice that events with depths

greater than 40 km, which produce large SGT, are
relatively rare in data sets which are normally used
for fundamental mode group velocity measurements,
such as events in the CMT catalog or the Eurasian
tomography data set. This is illustrated by Fig. 7
which presents histograms of source depths for events
from the CMT catalog and events used for group
velocity tomography of Eurasia for source depths
less than 200 km.

4. Distortions of tomographic images due to ne-
glecting SGT

As we have shown in Section 3, SGT corrections
are appreciable, especially at periods more than 75 s
and for source depths more than 25 km. As they are
usually neglected in tomographic studies, it is impor-
tant to understand the level of bias produced in
tomographic group velocity maps by neglecting SGT

corrections. We performed several synthetic tests to
estimate this bias. In these tests, we used the same
set of Rayleigh wave paths as in the tomographic
inversion performed by Ritzwoller and Levshin
Ž .1998 . Instead of the observed group velocity, we
assigned to each ray the same fixed value of group
velocity and then corrected it for the predicted group
time shift. Thus, for the ith ray and the period T wej

have:

UU T sD r D rUU T yS T ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .i j i i r j i j

where D is the length of the ith ray in km, andi
Ž .UU T is the fixed reference velocity.r j

As discussed in Section 2, the asymptotic formal-
ism does not provide an accurate description of the
wave field near nodes of source radiation patterns
and inside of ‘spectral holes’. As a result, calcula-

Ž .tions based on asymptotic formulas A22–A23 may
predict for certain azimuths and periods unreason-
ably large and physically unjustified magnitudes of
the SGT. To deal with this problem, we introduced
some ad hoc but reasonable, empirical rules to iden-
tify and discard or reduce erroneous SGT correc-
tions. These rules are based on using a parameter
describing the distribution of magnitudes of SGT for
a given source in the entire azimuth range, 08Fc-
3608, to calibrate the predicted value for a given ray.
We chose the median value, S, of the magnitude of

< Ž . <the SGT correction, SGT c , with c incremented
by 18 to be this parameter. If the predicted magnitude
of the SGT for a given ray and period is above some
multiple of S, the SGT correction is discarded and
the observation is rejected. If the predicted magni-
tude of SGT is less than this limit but still above
some smaller multiple of S, the magnitude of SGT
will be reduced to this smaller multiple but the sign
of predicted SGT will be preserved. In formal terms

Ž .these rules are: 1 the observation for the ith ray at
< Ž . < Ž . Ž .period T is rejected if SGT T GK S T , 2 thej i j 1 j

Ž . Ž .magnitude of SGT T is reduced to K S T ifi j 2 j
Ž . < Ž . < Ž .K S T - SGT T -K S T . We chose coeffi-2 j i j 1 j

cients K and K to equal, respectively, 5 and 3.1 2

The application of such rules to our data caused the
rejection of 1–2% of the observations and a reduc-
tion in the SGT corrections to yield a change in the
values of the group velocities for another 3–4% of
all observations.
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Ž . Ž .Fig. 4. a Amplitude radiation patterns and SGT c diagrams of Rayleigh waves for source mechanism 2 shown on the top of the figure, at
four different periods and five different source depths. Each element of the table comprises a trio of components for each depth–period pair.
The left component is the amplitude pattern normalized by the maximum value for a given depth and period, the middle component is the

Ž .SGT pattern black filling is for positive values and grey filling is for negative values , and the right component is a set of two numbers
Ž .related to the SGT diagram to their left. The upper number is the maximum plotted SGT value on the diagram in s , and the lower number

< Ž . <is the median value over azimuth in seconds of SGT c sampled by 18 increments. The great variability of SGT radiation patterns with
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .period and source depth is well seen. b Same as a , but for source mechanism 3. c Same as a , but for source mechanism 9.

Tomographic images for this synthetic input data
set demonstrate the level of group velocity anomalies
produced by uncorrected SGTs. Fig. 8a–c present
such images for the Eurasian tomography Rayleigh
wave data at periods 20, 50, and 100 s. The maximal
anomalies for 20 s are of the order of 2.5%, for 50 s
are less than 2%, and for 100 s are less than 5%.
Significant anomalies dominantly are confined to the

Žperiphery of the maps Western Pacific Arc, the
.Philippine Sea, Indochina . Even at 100-s period,

anomalies across most of Eurasia are less than 1%.
The maximum signal related to the lateral inhomo-
geneity of the crust and the upper mantle is on the
order of 20% for 20–50 s period, and 5–8% for

Ž .100-s period Ritzwoller and Levshin, 1998 . This
means that by neglecting SGT, we do not signifi-
cantly distort the tomographic images, except in
marginal areas at long periods. This is understand-

able because SGT corrections vary in sign and mag-
nitude from one seismic zone to another, and their
effect averages nearly to zero for internal regions
crossed by many differently oriented paths. Only for
the rim of Eurasia, where most of paths begin or
terminate, and the number of crossing paths is very
small, are the effects of uncorrected SGT relatively
important. This is especially true at long periods.

5. Sensitivity of SGT corrections to source charac-
teristics

As shown at Section 3, the magnitude of SGT can
easily be above 10–15 s for periods above 75 s and
source depths larger than 25 km. This means that
some of observed group velocities uncorrected for
SGT may be appreciably distorted. At the same time,
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< Ž . <Fig. 5. Maps of median values, S, of SGT c across the source triangle for periods 20, 50, and 100 s. Median values for periods 20 and 50
s are below 12 s and decrease as the source depth increases. For the 100-s period, median values are above 10 s for a significant part of the
source triangle and increase with depth.

the tomographic experiment based on the Eurasian
tomographic data set discussed in Section 4 demon-
strated the existence of appreciable bias due to un-
corrected SGT at the rim of the continent. These
results imply that it may be advisable to apply SGT
corrections in group velocity studies.

To evaluate the practical importance of applying
SGT corrections we consider data obtained from

Ž .adjacent ray paths Ritzwoller and Levshin, 1998 .

Measurements whose path endpoints lie within 2%
of the path length are grouped to produce a ‘cluster’
of dispersion curves. Averaging the curves compos-
ing the cluster provides an average cluster dispersion
curve. To exemplify the effects of uncorrected SGT
on group velocity measurements, we selected several
clusters of seismic events and several recording sta-
tions. For each event and station, we compared
group velocity curves obtained with and without
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< Ž . < ŽFig. 6. Averages of median values of SGT c for events at different depth intervals all events from the Harvard CMT catalog for January
.1977–November 1997 . The dashed lines divide parts of curves with different dependence on period: fast growth with increasing period to

the left of the dashed line, and slow changes to the right of this line.

corrections for SGT. As an example, we show in
Fig. 9 the rms values of group velocity deviations
relative to the average values for two station-event

Ž .pairs: Eastern Iran to Arti, Russia ARU , and Kuril
Ž .Islands to Obninsk, Russia OBN . In the first case,

the cluster consists of four events, and in the second
case, 16 events. In the first case, SGT corrections
increase the rms difference between the measured
group velocities in the cluster across wide range of
periods. Evidently, introducing SGT corrections in-
creases the level of noise in our data for this cluster
of events. In the second case, the introduction of the
corrections slightly decreases the rms differences.

More general estimates may be obtained if we
average similar results for all clusters present in our
Rayleigh wave data for Eurasia. The number of such

Žclusters is quite large e.g., around 4500 at 40-s
.period . We compared the average rms deviations

between individual group velocities and their cluster
averages for corrected and uncorrected data and found
the differences between the average rms for all clus-
ters to be very small; namely, less than 0.005 kmrs
for the entire range of periods. Such small differ-
ences are statistically insignificant, being evidently
much less than measurement errors and observa-
tional errors due to the inaccuracy in the spatial and
temporal locations of earthquakes provided by the

ŽCMT catalog and measurement errors Ritzwoller
.and Levshin, 1998 . In addition, there is no system-

atic decrease of the average rms deviations when
SGT corrections are introduced for subsets of data
with different ranges of source depths.
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Ž .Fig. 7. Histograms of source depths in the depth interval 0–200 km: top for all events from the Harvard CMT catalog from January 1977
Ž . Ž .to November 1997 bottom for events used for Eurasian surface wave tomography Ritzwoller and Levshin, 1998 . The fraction of events

with depths greater than 40 km used in surface wave tomographic studies is much smaller than in the CMT catalog.

The absence of improvements in group velocity
cluster rms statistics after introducing SGT correc-

tions requires explanation. We estimated the sensitiv-
ity of possible SGT corrections to random errors in

Ž .Fig. 8. Bias produced by neglecting SGT shift in Eurasian tomographic studies Ritzwoller and Levshin, 1998 . Estimated bias for the 20, 50
and 100 s Rayleigh waves is expressed as the percentage error relative to the average group velocity across the region of study for each

Ž . Ž .period. The "1% contours are drawn black, q; white, y . Significant bias above 1% of the reference velocity appears predominantly
near the rim of the continent at long periods.
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Fig. 9. Comparison of rms group velocity deviations from the average Rayleigh wave group velocity curve for two clusters of
Ž . Ž . Ž .measurements. Top Events in Eastern Iran recorded at the station ARU Arti, Russia . Bottom Events near the Kuril Islands recorded at
Ž .the station OBN Obninsk, Russia . Solid lines are for group velocity measurements without SGT corrections applied, and dashed lines are

obtained after corrections. No significant decrease in rms due to corrections for SGT is observed.

source depth and source mechanism. Muyzert and
Ž .Snieder 1996 took a similar approach for SPT

corrections. Fig. 10a and b demonstrate the magni-
tude of changes of SGT for two earthquakes from
the CMT catalog: on 10r18r1996 in Japan with

Ž .centroid depth of 22 km top , and on 1r01r1996 in
the Philippines with a centroid depth of 33 km
Ž . Ž .bottom for a fixed azimuth 1358 far from the
nodal direction of the Rayleigh wave radiation pat-
tern for both events. Fig. 10a shows changes in

Ž .SGT T when the depth of the source is changed by
"10 km. The radiation pattern for 50 s and the

Ž .azimuthal direction for which the SGT T is pre-
sented are shown in the upper left corner of each

subfigure, and the source mechanisms are shown in
the upper right corners. It is evident from this figure
that a realistic uncertainty on the order of 10 km in
the source depth may produce an effect comparable
in size to the magnitude of the SGT correction itself.
Fig. 10b shows the effect of 20% changes in the
values of the components of the moment tensor for

Žthese two events the zero trace of the moment
.tensor is preserved . In this case, the effect on the

SGT is less significant, especially for the second
event. Similar numerical experiments with other
events lead us to conclude that SGT is strongly
sensitive to errors in depth and only weakly sensitive
to errors in the moment tensor. It should be remem-
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Ž .Fig. 10. The effects of errors in source depth and moment tensor on SGT for different periods. Two earthquakes are selected from the CMT catalog: top on 10r18r1996, 1026
Ž . Ž . Ž .h at Japan with a centroid depth of 22 km, and bottom on 1r01r1996, 2242 h at the Philippines with a centroid depth of 33 km for a fixed azimuth 1358 . a Changes in

Ž . Ž .SGT T when the depth of the source is changed by "10 km. The radiation pattern for 50 s and azimuthal direction for which SGT T is presented are shown at the upper left
Ž .corner of each subfigure. The source mechanisms are shown at the upper right corners. Significant changes of SGT values due to changes in source depth are seen. b Changes

Ž .in SGT T when values of moment tensor components are changed by 20%. Corresponding variations of the source mechanism are shown. Changes of SGT values caused by
perturbations of the moment tensor are relatively small.
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bered that this problem is exacerbated by the fact
that for many seismic events, the data used for
finding the CMT solution do not provide adequate
depth resolution, and the source centroid depth in the
CMT catalog is fixed at 15 km.

It is evident from our experiments that deviations
of the real source depth from the CMT value by
"5–10 km probably produce errors in the SGT that
vitiate the corrections. Unless source depth is very
well-known, then, the efficacy of the SGT correc-
tions is compromised and a positive effect of the
application of the corrections is far from guaranteed.

6. Conclusions

In this study, we estimated the possible effect of
SGT on group velocity measurements for fundamen-
tal Rayleigh waves generated by double-couple type
seismic events. We have studied the dependence of

Ž .this effect on period 10–100 s , source mechanism,
Ž .and depth 15–100 km . We found that there is a

great variability in azimuthal patterns and magnitude
of SGT depending on these three factors. Statistics of
certain salient functionals that characterize the de-
pendence of SGT on different factors were pre-
sented, e.g., the median values of SGT magnitude as
a function of azimuth from epicenter to station for
different periods, source depths and mechanisms.

The main conclusions of our study are as follows.
Ž .1 SGT corrections are generally small and may

be neglected in group velocity measurement for peri-
ods less than 75 s and source depths less than 25 km.
For longer periods and especially for deeper events,
SGT corrections are appreciable.

Ž .2 The perturbations produced by uncorrected
SGT in tomographic inversions of Rayleigh wave
group velocity data for the Eurasian continent are

Žgenerally very small less than 1% of the unper-
. Žturbed values , but appreciable perturbations up to

1–2% for the 50-s period and up to 5% for the 100-s
.period are found near the edge of the continent

where ray coverage is poor.
Ž .3 SGT corrections are very sensitive to errors in

the source depth. If extremely accurate depth deter-
mination are available the SGT corrections should be
applied at periods above 75 s, especially for events

deeper than 25 km. However, taking into account the
accuracy of most CMT solutions for earthquake depth
and the magnitude of observational errors in measur-
ing group velocities, at present, SGT corrections are
practically non-essential for group velocity tomo-
graphic studies.
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Appendix A. Surface wave formalism

A.1. Laterally homogeneous medium

First, consider surface wave propagation in a lat-
erally homogeneous isotropic elastic half-space. We
use a source-centered cylindrical coordinate system
Ž .r,w, z , 0Fr-`, 0Fw-2p , 0Fz-`. Let a

Ž .point source situated at the point 0,0,h be described
Ž .by the seismic moment tensor M H t , where t is

time, H is the step function, and M is a symmetrical
second-order tensor. The receiver is at the point
Ž .r,w,0 on the free surface. The 1D model is charac-
terized by a piece-wise continuous vector-function
Ž . Ž .m z , ms a ,b ,r , where a and b are P- and

S-velocities and r is density. We assume that there
exists a depth Z at which a and b reach their
maximum values and are constant at depths zGZ.
The displacement observed at the receiver is:

`1
d t ,r ,w ,h s D v ,r ,w ,h exp iv t dv ,Ž . Ž . Ž .H

2p y`

A1Ž .

where r is the epicentral distance, f the epicentral
azimuth, and h is the source depth. The displace-
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ment spectrum is the sum of body waves, leaking
modes, and normal modes or surface waves:

DsD qD qD . A2Ž .B L S

The surface wave spectrum may be further de-
composed into fundamental and overtone modes de-
pending on the radial order n of the mode, D sS

Ý DŽn., where the fundamental surface wave hasn S

ns0. Hereinafter, we set ns0 and suppress the
index n. Let e , e , e be the local unit vectors atr w z

the receiver, so D sD e qD e qD e , whereS r r w w z z

the w-direction is transverse to the great-circle link-
ing source to receiver and the r-direction is radially
outward from the source along the great-circle. Love
waves are confined to the w-component of the seis-
mogram and Rayleigh waves are found on the r- and
z-components. We, therefore, set D sD , D sw L r

D , and D sD where R represents RayleighR r z R z

waves and L represents Love waves. With these
Ždefinitions, it is well-known Aki and Richards, 1980;

.Levshin et al., 1989 that the complex displacement
spectrum of the fundamental surface waves may be
asymptotically presented as:

D v ,r ,w ,hŽ .L

exp yipr4 exp yik v rŽ . Ž .Ž .Ls 'v 8p r k v CC v UU v I v( Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .L L L L

=SS v ,r ,w ,h , A3Ž . Ž .L

D v ,r ,w ,hŽ .R z

exp yi3pr4 exp yik v rŽ . Ž .Ž .Rs 'v 8p r k v CC v UU v I v( Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .R R R R

=SS v ,r ,w ,h A4Ž . Ž .R

D v ,r ,w ,h sexp yipr2Ž . Ž .R r

=D v ,r ,w ,h e v , A5Ž . Ž . Ž .R z

if

k r42p , k r42p , r4h. A6Ž .L R

Ž . Ž .Here k v and k v are horizontal wavenumbers,L L
Ž . Ž .CC v svrk and CC v svrk are phase veloc-R r L L

Ž . Ž .y 1 Ž .ities, UU v s d k rdv and UU v sR R L
Ž .y1 Ž .dk rdv are group velocities, and e v is a realL

ellipticity factor. The integrals I and I are normal-R L

ization integrals proportional to the kinetic energies
of the corresponding waves SS and SS are theR L

source-excitation functions defined below.
Ž . Ž .Let U v, z and V v, z be the 1D Rayleigh wave

vertical and horizontal eigenfunctions of model m,
Ž .respectively, and let W v, z be the 1D Love wave

eigenfunction. With these definitions the normaliza-
tion integrals are:

`
2 2I v s r z U v , z qV v , z d z ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .HR

0

A7Ž .

`
2I v s r z W v , z d z , A8Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .HL

0

and the Rayleigh and Love wave source-excitation
functions can be written as:

SS sU X v ,h M qk v V v ,hŽ . Ž . Ž .R z z R

= 2 2M cos wqM sin2wqM sin wx x x y y y

Xy iV v ,h M coswqM sinwŽ . x z y z

q ik w U v ,h M coswqM sinw ,Ž . Ž .R x z y z

A9Ž .

SS sk v W v ,h M sinwcoswŽ . Ž .L L x x

yM cos2wyM sinwcoswx y y y

Xy iW v ,h M sinwyM cosw , A10Ž . Ž .x z y z

XŽ .where, for example, U v,h denotes the value of
Ž .dU v, z rd z evaluated at zsh.

Ž . Ž .It is seen from formulas A3 – A10 that the
components of the complex displacement spectrum
may be presented as:

< <D s D v ,r ,w ,h exp iC v ,r ,w ,h , A11Ž . Ž . Ž .L L L

< <D s D v ,r ,w ,h exp iC v ,r ,w ,h ,Ž . Ž .R z R R

A12Ž .

< <D s D v ,r ,w ,h e v exp iC v ,r ,w ,hŽ . Ž . Ž .R r R R

y pr2 , A13Ž . Ž .
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where the phase spectrum is:

C syk v rypr4qc S v ,w ,h , A14Ž . Ž . Ž .L L L

C syk v ry3pr4qc S v ,w ,h . A15Ž . Ž . Ž .R R R

The source phases, c S and c S, are correspondinglyL R

S y1c s tan Im SS rRe SS , A16Ž . Ž . Ž .L L L

S y1c s tan Im SS rRe SS , A17Ž . Ž . Ž .R R R

which are seen to be functions of frequency, source
depth, and source–receiver geometry. Both functions
are model-dependent because they depend on the
ratio between the real and imaginary terms on right

Ž . Ž .side of Eqs. A9 and A10 which include the model
eigenfunctions and their first depth derivatives.

Group velocities derive from the application of
the stationary phase approximation in converting the
displacement spectrum into time-domain seismo-

Žgrams e.g., Pekeris, 1948; Aki and Richards, 1980;
.Levshin et al., 1989 . Following this approach, the

Ž . Ž .observed group arrival times, t v and t v , ofUU UUR L

the Rayleigh and Love waves at frequency v follow
from the frequency derivative of the phase spectrum:

d v t qC Sr dcŽ .UU R RR0s ™ t s y ,UURdv UU v dvŽ .R

A18Ž .

d v t qC Sr dcŽ .UU L LL0s ™ t s y .UULdv UU v dvŽ .L

A19Ž .

The observed group velocities are:

y1r r
obsUU v s sr yT v ,Ž . Ž .R Rt v UU vŽ . Ž .UU RR

A20Ž .

y1r r
obsUU v s sr yT v ,Ž . Ž .L Lt v UU vŽ . Ž .UU LL

A21Ž .

where we have defined the SGT, T and T , of theR L

Rayleigh and Love waves as that part of the ob-

served group arrival time that comes from the source
phase:

dc S
L

T v ,r ,w ,h s , A22Ž . Ž .L dv

dc S
R

T v ,r ,w ,h s . A23Ž . Ž .R dv

A.2. Smoothly laterally inhomogeneous medium

When the model m is a function of the horizontal
coordinates r and w, but changes in the elastic
parameters, density, and boundary topography are
relatively smooth, the formulas above can be gener-

Žalized in the ray approximation e.g., Woodhouse,
1974; Babich and Chikhachev, 1975; Babich et al.,
1976; Levshin, 1985; Levshin et al., 1989; Tromp

.and Dahlen, 1992 . According to this asymptotic
theory, functions characterizing surface waves, such
as CC , UU , k , U, V, I , e for Rayleigh waves, andR R R R

CC , UU , k , W, I for Love waves, are defined byR R L L

the local one-dimensional model corresponding to
the structure under a given point at the free surface
Ž .r,w . As a result, these functions become dependent

Ž .on the horizontal coordinates r,w . Surface waves
propagate along ray tubes whose geometry is defined

Ž . Ž .by the scalar fields CC v,r,w , CC v,r,w , respec-L R

tively.
This approach leads to the following expressions

for the Rayleigh and Love wave phase spectra
Ž .Levshin, 1985; Levshin et al., 1989 :

d s
C syv y3pr4HR CC v ,sŽ .S R

qc S v ,f v ,r ,w , hyz 0,0 , A24Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .R R 0

d s
C syv ypr4HL CC v ,sŽ .S L

qc S v ,f v ,r ,w , hyz 0,0 , A25Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .L L 0
S S Ž .where c and c are defined in Eqs. A16 andL L

Ž .A17 . SGTs are found as in the spherical case by
differentiating c S and c S by v. The main differ-L R

ence here is that the emergence angle from the
source for the ray that arrives at the receiver, f orR

f , may differ somewhat from the azimuth of theL

great-circle between source and receiver due to lat-
eral refractions of rays caused by inhomogeneities in
the medium of propagation.
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